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Annual Memberships for the following will expire at the 
end of  July 2019. Please ensure that you renew your 

membership before it expires. 

Peter Lee

JULY BIRTHDAYS
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 8 Stephen E WEBB
 8 George BOUVERAT
 9 Ronnie AMYOTTE
 11 Yorkie LEE
 11 Arti DARMA
 18 Andrew VALY
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 20 Susana CHEUNG
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 23 Iris PO
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 31 Linda FRANCESCUTTI
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 Brian HORNER
 Dragan JOVANOV
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 Claire LEE
 Philip MILLER
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 Mary NG
 Hannah  Phan NGUYEN
 Ann PHANG
 Frank PHANG
 Agostino RUSSO
 Werner SEIBT
 Donna SOBIL
 Connie TSO
 Ann YU
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Entertainment Justin White 647 239 1918
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Web & Marketing Tom Berend 416-486-0618  
Editor Peter Lee  
Standing Committee Members
Member 1-Year Pat Sclocco 416-766-0781
Member 2-Year Ruth Dyson 416-622-3338  
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Ref: The Globe and Mail     www.study.com/academy/lesson/samba-music-history-and-instruments
wikipedia.org/wiki/Samba   ukessays.com/essays/film-studies/anthropomorphism-in-disney-movies

Safaris, movies and TV shows are credited for increasing 
ecological and environmental awareness. The rise in 
photo safaris in exotic locals with work shops, helped in 
animal conservation. TV shows, like Mutual of Omaha’s 
Wild Kingdom, from 1963 until 1988 and revived in 
2002, introduced the public to informative episodes, to 
take the viewer across the globe to study the fascinating 
behavior of animals and their endless struggle to survive. 
The concept of live animals in theme parks, originated 
with Walt Disney. About 2,000 animals representing 300 
species call Disney’s Animal Kingdom home.  
Disney wanted to show the relationship between humans 
and animals through a source of inspiration and fantasy, 
often incorporating anthropomorphism, attributing human 
characteristics and behaviours to an animal or object. 
Disney calls it ‘personality animation’ come to life and 
that is why Micky and Donald are wearing clothes. This 
helps movie goers love the animal characters who might 
have a quest of self discovery, or to high light the motif 
of the importance of family and love. Disney and other 
animated movie characters often express them selves 
through the power of music. Many of these songs have 
become standards in our Ballroom play lists. Quickstep 
music from The Jungle Book movie include “The Bare 
Necessities” and “I Wan’na Be like You”. “Under the 
Sea” Samba is from the Little Mermaid. “I Just Can’t 
Wait To Be King” is a Samba and “Can You Feel The 
Love Tonight” waltz is from the Lion King. “I like to 
move it” merengue is from Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa. 
“You’ll Never Tango” is a tango from Ice Age: Dawn Of  
The Dinosaurs. “Happy Feet” quickstep is from the 
animated penguin movie Happy Feet. Shrek has “I’m a 
believer” jive and “It Is You (I Have Loved)” Waltz. 
There is also “Beauty and the Beast” Waltz from the same 
titled animated fairy tale. There can be a really extensive 
song list about animated animals, that we can all enjoy 
dancing to at the Safari Night dance at the 30-Up. 

Samba is a Brazilian music style of infectious African 
rhythms, at carnivals danced in the streets and roads. It 
was born in the favelas or slums, of Rio de Janeiro. It 
was looked down on by the upper class, because like 
Calypso, Samba protest songs were all about social 
commentary, proverty and civil rights. Samba’s start 
was all about resistance. Later Samba mellowed to 
become back yard party music, like the 1970s pagode 
style of a small group with banjos tuned to sound like 
cavaquinho guitars and a tan tan drum played for small 
social events. It became increasingly radio-friendly, with 
more melody than percussion. LP records and radio made 
Samba composers and musicians stars. The Samba dance 
music is used in Carnival, a huge one week party in 
Brazilian carnival celebrations. and at Mardi Gras in 
New Orleans. Samba schools (clubs) developed in Rio, 
formed to be dedicated to performing samba during the 
festivities, both in partner and solo forms. In 1923, an 
international meeting of professors of dancing, took note 
of the rise of the Samba’s popularity and standardized 
it as a ballroom dance in 1956. Samba is one of the 
most popular music and dance styles ever to emerge 
from South America. You can dance it at the 30-Up.

ITALIAN NIGHTS
August 9th and 10th

wild safari
nights

july 12th - 13th

Note: “Sing” is an animated musical film by Illumination, about a group of anthropomorphic 
animals that enter a singing competition, hosted by a koala, who is trying to save his theater. It 
has 60 songs and an original song “Faith” was nominated for a Golden Globe. 
 
Besides Lions in Africa, Safaris venture for photos of the majestic jaguar and other Brazilian 
wildlife, such as the capybara, caiman and giant river otter. You can see penguins at the most 
southern tip of Argentina or become a Galapagos Island explorer. Go to photograph leopards in 
Sri Lanka, tigers in Nepal or India, and of course safaris to see polar bears in Canada. 
Movies introduced Samba in 1933 when Fred Astaire and Dolores Del Rio danced the Carioca 
in “Flying Down to Rio” and later Carmen Miranda danced the Samba in “That Night in Rio”. 
The samba song “Brasil,” and movie quickly became a hit in 1945.



Marjorie White

Summer vacations
We wish everyone a very pleasant summer. I and other 
Board Members are going to be taking some time away, 
but we are making sure that there is plenty of coverage 
so that we maintain a very high standard of service on 
Dance Nights. 
Dance Hosts 
I believe that we can be very proud of how hard our 
Dance Hosts work, while attempting to give every lady 
on the list approximately the same number of dances. Of 
course, it helps if the ladies on the list remember to add 
their table number so the Host can find them! While any 
lady can add their name to the list, we do ask in fairness 
that those with a partner for some or all of the evening 
recognize that they will receive less dances than others. 
Also, Dance Hosts will politely decline to dance with 
a lady if others have had less of his time. This is a job 
for not only a great dancer but also a great diplomat. 
Our Dance Hosts provide an excellent service, which is 
provided free by the Club. Our theory is that if ladies 
know there will be a Host to give them some dances, 
more single ladies will come and this will lead to men 
knowing there will be ladies to dance with… and so on. 
This is working, and we do try to ensure that on busy 
nights (and all theme nights) there will be a second 
Dance Host.  
Membership
Membership numbers continue to rise, and we welcome 
the many who have joined the Club over the last few 
months. Each Member, each calendar year, can bring in 
two people free if they haven’t been to the Club before. 
Given the Members’ free dance in their birthday month, 
and the cheaper cost of admission, and the ability to 
book seats at a table on an ongoing basis...and the 10% 
discount on shoes next door at Dance Plus… Members 
get their $50 back pretty fast. 
Prices
The Board has decided to raise some bar prices and 
also the cost of admission to our Tuesday (and Holiday 
Monday) Tea Dances. Our prices are still very highly 
competitive, and the increases are only designed to cover 
our rising costs. The Club remains in a very strong 
financial position and these increases will be sufficient 
for the current fiscal year and for some further time 
beyond.

Price Changes
We have been reviewing our price structure in order to 
keep up with rising costs, and are raising some prices.   
Bar Prices are being raised after several years, to keep 
us a little ahead of the price we have to pay to purchase 
alcohol. Effective August 1st, Wine will be $5 a glass, 
and $21 a bottle. Canadian Beer will be $5 a bottle and 
Imported beer $6 a bottle. Liquor costs are not changing, 
pop and orange juice remain $1, and tap water is still 
free! 
Tea Dance admission, as previously announced, will 
be going up to $12 for Members and $14 for guests, 
effective July 1st. 
Admission Fees for Friday and Saturday nights are 
unchanged. 
Booking a Reservation
It would very much help if people wanting a 30-Up 
reservation  were simply told: Please send an email to 
jwhite@jobchart.com. Then, if the person needs to 
change the booking, they can do it immediately and 
directly. When a member books for someone other than 
a person in their party, it makes it harder for us dealing 
with the reservation third hand … and recently we had 
two different people book for a group of four AND 
someone from the foursome booked. It took us a while 
to work out that we had saved 12 seats instead of four.

ITALIAN NIGHTS
August 9th and 10th

JULY  D. J.  SCHEDULE
Tuesday Friday Saturday
2 Haida  5 Pat 6 Alex
9 Peter 12 Haida 13 Larry
16 Pat 19 Pat 20 Alex
23 Larry 26 Haida 27 Pat
30 Alex
   

Romance Italian Style. Italy will grab you with all of 
it’s charm, history and character. Italians have mastered 
the art of living, “La Dolce Vita” the good life. Good 
food, good conversation, and dancing to great fantastic 
Ballroom and Latin music, with friends.

wild safari
nights
july 12th - 13th

A Safari has a distinct sense of adventure and an 
epic undertaking of a wild trek across an exotic 
landscape. We will offer a kaleidoscope of music 
and cultures. Our tapestry of sounds will include 
the campy and the most vibrant exotic. Wear your 
wildest Animal prints, Safari outfits or Indiana 
Jones outfits for trekking in Africa’s rain forests, 
or hunting for tigers in India. Go high fashion 
with a multi-fusion of graphic tribal prints and 
traditional jewelry. Our Wild Safari Dance Night 
will be great Fun!

Canada Day Tea Dance July 1st

with DJ Haida


